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Abstract— We have entered an era of energy crisis with 

parallel increase in demands and consumption of same. 

Facts say that a large part of total energy consumption is 

credited to operations associated with construction and 

buildings and most of that is dedicated to the lighting 

systems. Necessity, demand, and advantage of design of 

buildings with energy efficiency co-operation, that too right 

from the planning stage is a major challenge for architects 

and construction expertise of building industry. This paper is 

a part of research linked with energy consumption in 

building and construction sector. The paper deals with 

architectural design suggestions and parameters to be 

followed and carried out at different stages of construction 

of building, in order to mitigate the consumption of energy 

for lighting of space. To understand the study with a better 

approach and comparison of contemporary and suggested 

design strategies a referential case study of library, MITS, 

Gwalior is used and synthesised as per research. With 

feasible design changes at brown field stage a comparison is 

made that how those design changes helped in mitigation of 

energy consumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Variety of convenient and aesthetically pleasing artificial 

lighting options is major advances of the 20
th

 century. 

Artificial lighting helps us to work and play inside and 

outside our buildings irrespective of the time of day, and 

also seldom serves aesthetic purposes. Artificial lighting is 

generally installed for three types of uses: 

Ambient lighting—Provides general illumination 

indoors for daily activities and outdoors for safety and 

security. 

Task lighting—Facilitates particular tasks that 

require more light than is needed for general illumination, 

such as under-counter lights in kitchens, table lamps, or 

bathroom mirror lights. 

Accent lighting—Draws attention to special 

features or enhances the aesthetic qualities of an indoor or 

outdoor environment. [1] 

But unfortunately electric lighting is a main energy 

consumer. Huge amount of energy savings are possible 

using smart energy efficient equipment, careful design and 

effective controls. Minimum use of artificial lighting 

reduces optimum amount of heat gain, hence saving HVAC 

energy and improving thermal comfort of a space. Electric 

lighting design also strongly affects visual performance and 

visual comfort by aiming to maintain adequate and 

appropriate illumination while controlling reflection and 

glare. Lighting is not just a high priority when considering 

design; it is also a high return, low-risk investment. By 

installing new lighting technologies, buildings can reduce 

the amount of electricity consumed and energy costs 

associated with lighting. [2] 

Architects and Electrical Engineers together can 

help in mitigating the energy consumption of building 

related to lighting in it. It can be achieved at 

 Planning Stage 

 Construction Stage 

 Operational Stage  

II. PLANNING STAGE 

Daylighting is the practice of placing windows or other 

openings and reflective surfaces so that during the 

day natural light provides effective internal lighting. 

Particular attention is given to daylighting while designing a 

building when the aim is to maximize visual comfort or to 

reduce energy use. Energy savings can be achieved from the 

reduced use of artificial (electric) lighting or from passive 

solar heating or cooling. Artificial lighting energy use can 

be reduced by simply installing fewer electric lights because 

daylight is present, or by dimming/switching electric lights 

automatically in response to the presence of daylight, a 

process known as daylight harvesting. [3] 

The quality and quantity of natural light within a 

given space depends primarily on the following factors: 

geometry of the space, geographical location and orientation 

of fenestration. Daylighting design manoeuvre these factors 

to accommodate the lighting requirements of activities in 

any space and the aesthetic importance of the design. To 

maximize daylighting potential, a shallow floor plate is 

preferred. Alternatively, inner courtyards, roof monitors and 

atriums can bring light into central cores, especially in low 

buildings. The amount of light that penetrates a room 

depends upon the window orientation, size and glazing 

characteristics. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Penetration of Light through windows. 
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The distance that adequate daylighting will 

penetrate into a room depends upon window location and 

interior surfaces. There is a direct relationship between the 

height of the window head and the depth of daylight 

penetration. Typically adequate daylight will penetrate one 

and one half times the height of the window head, although 

it may penetrate a distance of twice the height under direct 

sunshine. 

Daylight penetration into a space can be increased 

by using light shelves. This is a horizontal element with a 

high-reflectance upper surface that reflects light onto the 

ceiling and deeper into a space. Light shelves can be interior 

or exterior, in which case they also can provide shading. 

A. Building Orientation 

To maximize daylighting advantages, buildings can be 

located and oriented to take advantage of the sun's 

movement throughout the day, as well as seasonal 

variations. As a general rule, buildings that have their long 

axes running east and west have a better daylighting 

potential. This creates the dilemma of having half of the 

units facing south and half of the units facing north in 

apartment buildings with a typical double-loaded corridor 

arrangement. However, the diffuse light of a northern 

exposure still provides more than enough illuminance to 

serve interior lighting needs. Buildings with a north-south 

axis have greater potential for overheating in the non-

heating season and get little advantage from solar heat gain 

in the winter. A good design strategy to address building 

orientation is to 'tune' windows to admit or exclude solar 

energy based on their orientation. Generally, south-facing 

windows should admit winter solar gain, and east- and west-

facing windows should exclude low-angle daylight. 

Overhangs and fins may be used to prevent glare and 

overheating. All glazing should be selected for the 

appropriate shading and insulating qualities. [4] 

B. Window Performance and Tuning 

Orientation, size, layout and the performance characteristics 

of a window play important roles in daylighting. Proper 

glazing and frame selection can enhance the daylighting and 

energy performance of windows, just as good water 

shedding and energy performance can be achieved by sound 

water shedding and air barrier design details. General rules 

for tuning window orientation include: 

 Determine the window size, height and glazing 

treatments for each facade separately. 

 Maximize southern exposure. 

 Optimize or Minimum northern exposure. 

 Minimize western exposure when the sun is lowest 

and most likely to cause glare and overheating. 

Windows themselves can be oriented differently 

from the plane of the wall. [5] 

Daylight calculations are generally based on 

overcast conditions. In this case, the amount of daylight that 

a window receives is directly proportional to the amount of 

sky that can be seen from the centre of the window. Adding 

small openings gives better daylighting performance than 

increasing window size. Larger windows cause more glare 

and require more shading. In increasing daylight factors 

from three to four per cent (by increasing window size by 33 

per cent), the daylighting period during the year will 

increase by only five per cent. Larger window areas increase 

the risk of glare, overheating in summer and discomfort 

from heat loss in winter. For areas with direct sun, shading 

needs to reduce transmittance to 10 per cent or less to 

prevent glare. Glare from windows can occur when the 

incoming light is too bright compared with the general 

brightness of the interior. Punched windows can create 

strong contrasts between windows and walls when viewed 

from the interior. Horizontal strip windows, on the other 

hand, provide more even daylight distribution and often 

provide better views. Other interior design guidelines that 

deal with glare are discussed later in this Guide. 

C. Puncture Provision 

As per the convenience of user in a building with such 

corridors that spaces form dark spots packets of spaces can 

be eliminated for the reception of day lights functioning as 

punctures. [5] 

 
Fig. 2: Dark Spots and Puncture provision in Buildings. 

III. CONSTRUCTION STAGE 

A. Exterior Shading 

A good shading system will permit lower levels of artificial 

illumination to be specified, because the eye can 

accommodate itself without strain to function within a wide 

illumination range. Exterior shading devices are effective at 

controlling solar gain. Interior window shading will allow 

much of the solar energy into the building and will allow 

more heat, sometimes an unwanted partner of daylight, to 

enter the building. Light-coloured interior shading will 

reflect some of this energy back through the window. 

Interior shading is most effective at controlling glare and 

offers the ability to be controlled to suit the tolerances of the 

occupants, especially if using shades which draw upward 

instead of down. South-facing windows are the easiest to 

shade. Horizontal shading devices, which block summer sun 

and admit winter sun, are the most effective. East- and west-

facing windows are best shaded with vertical devices, but 

these are usually harder to incorporate into a building, and 

limit views from the window. On lower buildings, well-

placed deciduous trees on the east and west will reduce 

summer overheating while permitting desirable winter solar 

gains. [14][15] 

B. Roofs 

Roofs Designed for the provision of light are called sky-

lighting. The amount of light skylights can provide depends 

directly on how much daylight is available outside, which 

varies with climatic conditions, the time of day, and the 
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season of the year. On bright, sunny days, the maximum 

amount of daylight is available. On very dark, rainy days 

there is less light available. In the winter, days are short, and 

the number of daylight hours may be eight hours or less. In 

the summer, days are long and daylight may last for 16 

hours or more per day. Since our light sources in sky 

lighting are the sun and the sky, it is important to understand 

the different quantities and qualities of daylight available 

from each source, and how they vary with climate and time 

of day. The specifics of your local climate will affect the 

optimum design of skylights for your area. People often 

assume that ―sunlight‖ and ―skylight‖ can be used 

synonymously. In reality, they have very different physical 

properties and different effects on sky lighting design. The 

most important differences are their intensity, their colour, 

and the extent to which their light is scattered, or diffused. 

The sun is considered a point source of light, often referred 

to as ―beam‖ sunlight, because it is highly directional. Light 

from the sky, on the other hand, arrives from a large area 

and is more or less diffuse, meaning scattered and arriving 

from all directions. Beam light will cast a shadow; diffuse 

light will not cast a distinct shadow. On a bright, cloudy 

day, sometimes you can see a partial shadow, indicating that 

some beam sunlight is penetrating the clouds. Skylights 

perform differently, depending on the proportion of beam to 

diffuse light delivered by local weather conditions. [6] 

C. Finishing and Colour Choice 

 Use appropriate materials to finish spaces. Daylighting and 

indirect lighting fixtures benefit from lightly coloured 

interior surfaces that reflect light. Many reports from various 

researches recommends eliminating unfinished wood 

surfaces, rough surfaces, and exposed ductwork. The best 

daylighting results were reported in spaces with light-

coloured interiors, smooth surfaces, and finished ceilings. 

Cubicle walls, furniture, and carpeting should also have 

light colours and highly reflective surfaces. White vitrified 

tiles, Marbles, or carpets with high reflectivity are fit for 

Floor, while at the same place for wall wallpapers, paints 

etcetera can be used for reflectance. [8] 

IV. OPERATIONAL STAGE 

A. Lighting Design Concepts: 

Energy-efficient lighting design focuses on methods and 

materials that improve both quality and efficiency of 

lighting. Energy-efficient lighting design principles include 

the following: 

 Keep in mind that more light is not necessarily 

better. Human visual performance depends on light 

quality as well as quantity. 

 Match the amount and quality of light to the 

performed function. 

 Install task lights where needed and reduce ambient 

light elsewhere. 

 Use energy-efficient lighting components, controls, 

and systems. 

 Maximize the use of daylighting. [2][3] 

B. Indoor Lighting Technologies 

Incandescent lighting has traditionally delivered about 85 

percent of household illumination. Incandescent operate 

without a ballast, are dimmable and instantly controllable, 

and light up instantly. Most familiar are the standard pear-

shaped, screw-in ―A‖-type incandescent light bulbs. They 

produce a warm light and provide excellent colour rendition. 

They have a low efficacy compared to all other lighting 

options (10 to 17 lumens per watt) and a short average 

operating life (750 to 2500 hours). Incandescent lamps can 

be made in other shapes and variations. Tungsten halogen 

lamps provide excellent colour rendition. Reflector (R) and 

parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR) lamps direct light in a 

desired direction. All three are slightly more efficient than 

standard bulbs, have longer operating lives (2000 to 4000 

hours), and are often used for accent lighting. Fluorescent 

lamps use 25 to 35 percent of the energy used by 

incandescent lamps to provide the same amount of 

illumination (efficacy of 30 to 110 lumens per watt) and last 

about 10 times longer (7,000 to 24,000 hours). 

Improvements in technology have resulted in fluorescent 

lamps with colour temperature and colour rendition that are 

comparable to incandescent lamps. Fluorescent lamps 

require a ballast to regulate operating current and provide a 

high start-up voltage. Electronic ballasts outperform 

standard and improved electromagnetic ballasts by operating 

at a very high frequency that eliminates flicker and noise. 

They are also more energy-efficient. Special ballasts are 

needed to allow dimming of fluorescent lamps. [16] 

C. Indoor Lighting Controls 

The traditional on-off toggle switch has long been the 

lighting control of choice in homes. For rooms with two 

entrances, three-way switches make it more convenient to 

turn off lights when leaving the room. However, experience 

shows that even with convenient light switch locations, 

lights are often left on when rooms are unoccupied. Dimmer 

controls provide variable lighting for fixtures. Off-the shelf 

switches for incandescent fixtures are inexpensive and 

provide some energy savings when lights are used at a 

reduced level. Fluorescent dimmers are dedicated fixtures 

and bulbs that provide even greater energy savings than a 

regular fluorescent bulb. Photo sensors have little utility in 

controlling lights inside the home because lighting needs 

vary with occupant activity rather than ambient lighting 

levels. Occupancy sensors detect activity within a certain 

area. They provide convenience by turning lights on 

automatically when someone enters a room. They reduce 

lighting energy use by turning lights off soon after the last 

occupant has left the room. Occupancy sensors must be 

located where they will detect occupants or occupant 

activity in all parts of the room. There are two types of 

occupancy sensors: ultrasonic and infrared. Ultrasonic 

sensors detect sound, while infrared sensors detect heat and 

motion. In addition to controlling ambient lighting in a 

room, they are useful for task lighting applications, such as 

over kitchen counters. In such applications, task lights are 

turned on by the motion of a person washing dishes, for 

instance, and automatically turn off a few minutes after the 

person stops. Timers are sometimes used to give unoccupied 

houses a lived in look. However, they are an ineffective 

control for an occupied home because they do not respond 

to changes in occupant behaviour. [2][3] 
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D. Suggestions for Coordinating Day lighting with Electric 

Lighting 

 Design electric lighting to complement the daylight 

direction and distribution. Consider control strategies 

when designing the electric lighting system (i.e., 

orient fixtures parallel to the window wall so they can 

be dimmed or switched in response to the daylight 

distribution). 

 Save energy consumption by controlling electric 

lights. Daylight is a desired amenity in most interior 

spaces, but does not save energy unless the lights are 

dimmed or turned off when daylight is available. This 

is called ―daylight harvesting‖. To be successful, 

high-performance glazing is generally required so 

that the reductions in the electric lighting loads will 

offset any increase in thermal loads. 

 Use dimming ballasts whenever economically 

feasible. Dimming in relation to daylighting not only 

saves more energy but is far less distracting to 

occupants than multiple-level switching. 

 Multiple level switching in response to daylight 

(sometimes called ―stepped dimming‖) is a 

reasonable solution in spaces without full-time 

stationary occupants, or when the distraction will not 

have a serious negative effect, or where the switching 

is only expected to occur at the beginning or end of 

the day. Warehouses, atria, dining rooms, lobbies, 

corridors and elementary school classrooms are 

typical candidates for daylight switching.[3][4] 

V. CASE STUDY 

A. Central Library, MITS, Gwalior 

1) Orientation: 

 
Fig. 3: Orientation and Plan of Central Library, MITS 

Gwalior 

2) Profile:  

Meant solely for usage for students of college Library of 

MITS serves students from many braches with reference and 

text books of Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, 

Electrical Engineering, CSE & IT, Chemical Engineering 

and Bio-Tech, Architecture and Computer Application. On 

stand magazines and info flyers are available time to time. 

Approximate no. of books available in library are approx. 1 

lac in nos. Days are allotted year wise for issuing the books 

and library is open for sit-and-read from 10am-5pm. If every 

formal and informal space allotted for reading is considered 

the seating capacity of library is 160+. 

3) Fenestration:  

On ground floor above the stack height .5 m wide wall-

lights are there and with difference of beam width above 

them is ribbon of windows serving light to stack area. 

4) Fixtures:  

Ordinary suspended tube-lights are fixed everywhere on 

every floor with consideration of 3m c/c distance serving 

stack area and study area at the same place. Total no’s of 

tube-lights in library is 62. Out of those 62, 28 are dedicated 

for reader, 14 to the office area, and rest i.e. approx. 20 to 

the book stack area. 

Note: A lumen is the amount of light striking a 1.0 

ft2 surface that at all points is held one foot away from the 

flame of a standard candle (roughly one candela of 

intensity). 

a) Luminance: 

Daylight (avg.) =800 lm  

By Tube lights- 

2250 lm X 60 = 135000 lm 

Reflection (of 135000+800 lm):  

Walls (Buff): .50 X (wall area-window area) X luminance. 

50X (500-135) X 135800= 24783500 

Floors (Ivory White): .65 X (floor area-covered area) X 

luminance 

.65 X (560-280) X 135800 = 24715600 

b) Absorption- 

Book Racks (Grey /Multi): .9 X 140 X 135800 = 17108000 

Furniture (Light Brown): .6 X 140 X 135800 = 11407200 

Total Luminance: 

Luminance + Luminance due to reflection – Absorbed 

Luminance  

135800+24783500+24715600-17108000-11407200 = 

21119700 or approx. 21120000 or 2.1 X 10
6
 lm 

So the total healthy luminance required in Central 

Library of MITS Gwalior can be considered as 2.1 X 106 

lm. 

5) Consumptions: 

40W X tube lights X working hour (10am-5pm) = 40W X 

60 X 07 = 16800 W. h per day  

So assuming 7 Rs/ Unit it costs approx. Rs 42336 per 

month. 

6) Alterations:  

In a motive to mitigate consumption and cost the overall cut 

we can make these architectural alterations. 

7) Design Alterations: 

a) Hard Alterations:  

 Provision of Reflectors on Window. 

 Changing window panes from translucent to 

transparent. 

 At least one window on any wall at height adjacent 

to that of tables. 

 Painting inside the library with white. 

b) Soft Alterations: 

 Switching reading place from under mezzanine 

floor to area with maximum day light. 
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 Removing some stacks from their place to lessen 

the absorption of day light. 

8) Operational Alterations:  

 Switching suspended tube lights placing from 

exiting to just above the book stacks. 

 Converting tube lights over reading areas in task 

lights near to the reading tables. 

9) New Consumption: 

Will be less due to changed no. of tube lights  

Change in no. of tube lights. 

Office: no change i.e. 14 

Stack Area: 15  

Reading Area: None 

No. of CFLs: 60 

Consumption of 60 CFLs: 60 X 11W X 7 = 4620Wh a day. 

Consumption of 30 Tubes: 30 X 40 W X 7 = 8400Wh a day. 

Assuming same Rates per unit cost of 30 days will be 

32810.39 

10) Savings:  

Approximate saving by this strategy will be about  

(Old Cost – New Cost)/ Old Cost X 100  

42336 Rs – 32810 Rs/ 42336 Rs X 100 

That is about 22%. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to design a building with more complicated 

daylighting/lighting concept the designer must go beyond 

the rules of thumb and use simulations and/or other more 

advanced design techniques in order to meet requirement of 

design dealing with energy crisis. The Energy Efficient 

Buildings Strategy deals with the causes and implications of 

climate change. It cues us to reduce our daily energy needs 

and shift to a culture of conservation. It puts tools into the 

hands of residents to make new choices for new savings. We 

are required by law to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions 

by 33 per cent by 2020.  We know how to build smarter, 

faster and smaller. We know how to increase densities, 

reduce construction costs and create new benefits for our 

environment. We know how to improve air quality, reduce 

energy consumption and make our landscapes and buildings 

healthy places to live, work and learn. We are building for 

tomorrow, today. And if want it to be fruitful we need to 

build accordingly. 

As lighting consumes a good amount of energy we 

need to think upon it and solutions suggested in paper may 

play a vital role in doing so. 
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